
INQUIRY FOCUS
To understand we are connected to places in different ways and identify
factors that influence these connections. We will explore this through
student-led research projects, group discussions and at home
interviews. 

Help me at home by discussing places around the world that I am
connected with. It would be great if you could explain to me why they
are significant to our family examples include: a place we go on holidays
or someone special may live there. 

LITERACY
To use the words from the story in order to 'create images' when
reading the text. 
To use my 'skimming' abilities to find and locate important
information in a vast amount of resources and text on the internet
and in books.

You can help me at home by reading a story and asking me to
draw or explain what I am picturing. Helping me to check my
understanding.

NUMERACY
To represent multiplication and division by grouping into sets. 
To identify the missing elements in a number sequence.

To associate collections of Australian coins with their value.

Help me at home by encouraging me to sort collections into
equal groups. When out shopping help me to calculate the cost
of items. 

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
To be respectful. We are doing this by setting up new
routines around technology in the classroom and
continuing to follow our whole class and school
expectations. 

Help me at home by noticing and encouraging my use of
respectful behaviour. 

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

2CHE - Wednesday

2JEE - Wednesday

2LNE - Wednesday

2KDS - Wednesday

2NDS - Wednesday

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

2CHE - Thursday

2JEE - Tuesday

2LNE - Tuesday

2KDS - Thursday

2NDS - Tuesday

THE ARTS

2CHE - Tuesday

2JEE - Friday

2LNE - Tuesday

2KDS - Tuesday

2NDS - Tuesday

PERSONAL GOALS
To work on my new personal reading goal that I have set
with my teacher over the term. I will use the strategies I
learn at school during read to self, guided reading, and
one-on-one feedback sessions with my teachers to help
me read the books that I have at home.

WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 2 - 2022

TERM 3 WEEK 7 - TERM 4 WEEK 10


